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S6-Long Combat Knife “Cross”

The Section 6 Long Combat Knife, lovingly referred to as the S6-LCK “Cross” or rather “Lucky Cross”, is a
long knife carried by Section 6 personnel as a simple bladed sidearm and general purpose knife. It carries
the appearance of a seemingly generic blade that has the Section 6 logo slapped onto the handle but
those lucky enough to wield one know it is so much more.

History

The knife was released in YE 40.

About the Section 6 Long Combat Knife

Each Section 6 Long Combat Knife is made out of monomolecular-sharpened Aegium with a durable
polymer outer coating containing the weapon’s more higher-end functions – an ultrasonic vibration
generator and a nanomachine containment/distribution system. The weapon runs on a small power cell
built into one half of the handle, the ultrasonic vibration generator is mounted directly onto the tang,
and the nanomachine system resides in the other half of the handle - it was designed to be modular in
this way for ease of repair, as thewell side of the grip simply unscrews to allow sections to be replaced.
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Nomenclature Information

Here is the data regarding the entity which created and manufactures this item.

Designer: Section 6
Manufacturer: New Dusk Conclave, Black Wing Enterprises
Name: Long Combat Knife(LCK) “Cross”
Nomenclature: BW-LCK-1A
Type: Knife
Role: CQC
Length: 11.85 inches1)

Mass: 1.43 pounds2)
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Appearance

The Cross is a long knife that measures almost a foot in length. The blade has a dark black finish and is
shaped similar to a Kukri-style long knife but has a more straight-edged aesthetic. The grip is shaped
to fit the hand comfortably, is of a gel composition, and has the Section 6 insignia in the center on either
side of the grip.

Pricing

Here is the information regarding Combat Knife's marketing values and fees for purchasable replacement
parts.

S6-Long Combat Knife “Cross”: 300 KS3)

Power Cell: 20 KS
Grip: 10 KS
Shock Module: 50 KS
Nano Repair Module: 150 KS
Aegium Blade: 70 KS

Damage

See Damage Rating (Version 3) for an explanation of the damage system.

Standard:4) Tier 1, Light Anti-Personnel
Vibro Function: Tier 2, Medium Anti-Personnel
Shock Charge (Partial): Tier 0
Shock Charge (Full): Tier 2, Medium Anti-Personnel

Systems

Below are sections with more in-depth information about the Section 6 “Cross” Long Combat Knife.

Vibroblade

The ultrasonic vibration generator mounted to the knife’s tang causes the blade to vibrate at an
incredible speed, making even the slightest glancing blow a much more vicious injury.

Self-Mending

Each weapon contains a measure of nanomachines that repair the blade and maintain the
monomolecular edge it carries. Each knife contains enough nanomachines to fully rebuild the blade once.
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Monomolecular Edge

The weapon’s Aegium blade has been sharpened down to a single atom at its thinnest point, making it
sharp enough of a blade to slice through flesh with ease.

Power Supply

The weapon contains a highly efficient power supply that only activates to power the blade when the
weapon is held, either converting the holder’s escaping body heat into an electrical charge or feeding off
of other sources such as a suit or charging station. The blade is also able to be charged via its universal
power port located in the weapon’s pommel.

Without a method of being charged - if the weapon's user is wearing an insulated suit without its own
power source, for example - the cell within the grip will last one month.

Shock Blade

The knife is able to output its stored electrical charge into the blade, causing the blade to either dump
the entire charge into the blade for a devastating electrical surge or a lower-yield option that causes the
blade to crackle with electrical energy that can cause other electrical systems to malfunction on contact
depending on how well protected they are - the wielder decides which is used.

OOC Notes

SirSkully created this article on 2018/11/01 14:10; frostjaeger approved it (using the checklist) on
2018/11/18 07:12.

Products & Items Database
Product Categories weapons: melee
Product Name S6 Long Combat Knife "Cross"
Nomenclature BW-LCK-1A
Manufacturer Black Wing Enterprises
Year Released YE 40
Price (KS) 300.00 KS
DR v3 max Tier 2
Mass (kg) 0.65 kg

1)

Roughly equivalent to 30 centimeters.
2)

Roughly equivalent to 0.65 kilograms.
3)

Equivalent to 600 DA.
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4)

No functions active.
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